COLORFUL AND NATURAL DECORATIVE
TWINES AND THREADS FOR HAND MADE
A UNIQUE CHOICE OF POPULAR TEXTILE
MATERIALS, MADE FOR INDIVIDUAL ORDERS,
WHICH WILL BECOME A MAGNET FOR CUSTOMERS

1. You supply souvenir and gift salons, flower shops with various items for
needlework and creativity, accessories, materials for creative décor,
don’t you?
2. Most likely, you sell a great variety of modern materials for wrapping of
presents and for souvenir design?
3. Do you have a whole range of threads for a great variety of weaving and
macrame, for making decorative compositions and paintings from
natural fabrics and twine?
4. And, in addition, do you have a great variety of tools for creativity and
needlework?

THEN OUR OFFER IS JUST FOR YOU!

You have a unique opportunity to turn your assortment of products, which you
offer to your customers, into the exclusive and useful offer to your creative
masters.
Offer your customers the effective solutions for creating a beautiful package
for gifts, souvenirs, textile compositions and their individual design.
Perhaps, every day you listen to complains of masters and sellers in shops,
salons and showrooms that sometimes it is difficult to create their own
author's products and make it special and unique. Often they simply cannot
realize their creative ideas in the way they intend it to be.
Your customers are not always satisfied with the assortment of your company
as they always lack something. And you would like to solve their problems but
sometimes you do not have enough successful solutions... And you do not
know what to offer them...
It is probably because your communication with your client-masters is in the
process of developing.

AND WE KNOW HOW YOU CAN HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS!

Often they simply do not have enough materials that are made specifically for
them to bring into life their creative ideas and they correspond to those quality
parameters that are necessary for their particular creative project.
For masters of creativity and needlework, as well as for creating the unique
gift wrapping, the natural and colored decorative twine is perfect for making
the simple and at the same time beautiful author's design.
You will probably agree that when your customer cannot find a solution to his
problem with your help, he goes to your competitor. And there is no guarantee
that he will find the solution there. Now imagine the situation: your regular
customer comes to the company of your competitor. He does not find there
the solution of his own problem, with which he came, BUT!!! Your competitor
has managers, who may draw the customer's attention away from his problem
and offer him the set of products he always bought from you. Perhaps the
price will be 50 cents cheaper, perhaps he agrees simply being in despair,
because he has no hope of finding what he really needs. The result is the fact
that you did not find something so special to offer your customer and therefore
he left you.

Marketing and sociological studies of the last years have shown that Hand
Made is increasingly popular. After all, each decorative creation, made
individually, is unique and always of the greatest demand among the
customers.
For TM TWIST ATIK Hand Made decor and beauty are of the biggest
importance, especially in packaging. It is necessary for people to live
surrounded by the beauty, as it has a good effect on the health and peace of
mind of a person.
We will help you and your customers in a natural and simplest way, using
beautiful packaging and textile materials, to bring to your customers' life joy
and harmony from the acquisition of beautiful authentic products.
We will do everything to ensure that the products of your customers gives
their customers joy and pleasure from just looking at their goods.
People will always feel the need for aesthetic pleasure - give them it with our
help!

ТМ TWIST ATIK Hand Made is our new offer for artists of creative people,
who are interested in hand-made. We have 15 years of experience in the
production of natural twines and threads, made of 100% cotton, decorative
colored twines and yarns, as well as twines for packaging.
As the result of the special and individual solutions that we offered our
customers, their sales significantly increased. Their customers say that
products and goods, packed and decorated with colored threads, encourage
the memorization of the salon or store in which the purchase was made,
because people remember the emotions they experienced.
Valery Muzikant, the Doctor of sociological sciences, in a series of his
researches found out that the decision to buy something in the full of various
goods halls and shops, is made by different consumers (ATTENTION!) only in
a period of time from 4 minutes 41 s. to 8 min 15 s. Imagine how quickly the
customer reacts to any of the goods, which there may be even thousands on
the shelves.
That is why each manufacturer can provide the effect of 100% memorization
by the creation of the so-called magnet for customers: an exclusive
complement to the covering – an individual and authentic textile natural tying
in the style of COLOR DECOR.
TM TWIST ATIK-food offers to use a traditional, easy to use and such
irreplaceable things as natural or colored twine and thread. The assortment of
twines and threads of the company includes more than 35 items. We use
different modern types of threads, twines and materials. The individual offers
of color combinations are simply countless. Our color map has more than 15
colors, out of which (in addition to monotone variants) more than 20 color
combinations are made, which have become extremely popular among the
Ukrainian manufacturers. Our line of twines and threads, which is usually
updated with new color offers, is suitable for use in all decor techniques:
winding with twines or colored yarns, coloring of glued twines, complex
decoration with fabric, leather, beads, embroidery and lace, as well as for
decorating kraft packaging.
Hand packaging and work with textile threads is a habitual and simple way of
creativity and needlework. It is easy and available both for beginners and
professionals with experience.
Especially for craftsmen we have created a 100% natural basic fabric, which
is perfect for manual weaving of tapestries, decorative woven carpets, bed
covers and other authentic woven products. Our basic fabric is very popular
among numerous masters in the Ivano-Frankivsk region (Ukraine).

You will be surprised, but our special offer will bring you INCREDIBLE
BENEFITS:




You will get more financial profit by expanding of your offer assortment.
Your company will become very special in the sphere of providing the
unique materials for creative specialized shops and showrooms. You
will have an interesting and unique assortment of additional ways of
packaging and hand-made - colored decorative twines and threads,
which will effectively complement the individuality, originality and
uniqueness of products and packaging of your customers' goods.

Our company provides you with the practical advice on the features and
maximum benefits of using different types of twines and yarns, as well as on
the influence of different colors on consumers’ behavior. We offer specific
solutions for each specific task of the manufacturer and provide you with the
opportunity to individually order the color and combination of yarns in twine
and twisting methods that can meet any individual demands, implement and
bring into life any ideas and intentions of the most demanding craftsmen and
sellers.

As a result, you will get:






satisfied customers-manufacturers, who will finally be able to solve their
production and technological tasks. The result is that this customer will
be yours forever.
reputation of the leading company that cares and values its
manufacturing customers. The result is the increase of the number of
customers.
additional incomes without any need to invest in new high-cost projects.
Just offer an additional tying to the traditional covering. And that's all!

Are you already successful? Become the best for your customers!




Your competitors will simply not be able to lure your customers. Your
buyers will remain truly loyal to your company and your goods.
You tie your luck with the COLOR OF SUCCESS!

